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Source: Datanalisis Omnibus Survey, December2020

In the context of a country in crisis, where, in a sustained manner, almost the

entire population values the situation negatively.

▲ Significant increase

▼ Significant decrease

Online survey - May 2020:  Negative: 92,5% / Positive: 5,0% / Ns-Nc: 2,6%

Annual average of 
positive situation

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017      2018 2019 2020

38,6% 19,4% 12,0% 8,3% 10,2% 7,8% 6,0% 7,1%

Overall Context – Country Evaluation

How do you rate the current country situation?

Country evaluation – NM Period

Sample size: 500 interviews 



Do you think that Juan Guaido and the
opposition are capable of achieving a
change of government in the next
THREE (3) months?

Basis: 500

Do you think that Juan Guaido and the
opposition are capable of achieving a
change of government in the next SIX
(6) months?

Do you think that Juan Guaido and
the opposition are capable of
achieving a change of government in
the next TWELVE (12) months?

Basis: 435 Basis: 388

Ability to achieve a 3-month 
change...

Ability to achieve a 6-month 
change...

Ability to achieve a 12-month 
change...

Guaido's Possibility of Achieving a Change of Government
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Source: Datanalisis Omnibus Survey, December2020 Sample size: 500 interviews 

Expectations about the Opposition

Hopes for change are pulverized



Why?



Because…

. The desired and proposed objective (Change) has not been achieved

. Internal struggle weakens and dependence on international support increses, 

without its capacity for action being effective.

. The political discourse is divorced from the needs of the population, asking people

useless sacrifices  and offering them to rescue "their corpses”.

.  Maduro takes advantage of his territorial control to show power and generate 

dependency.

. The promise of change is “left hanging from a brush”  



Disagree 34.4%

Agree  49,6%

11.8%

22.6%

12.8%

26.4%

23.2%

3.2%

Strongly disagree (1)

Disagree (2)

Indifferent (3)

Agree (4)

Strongly agree (5)

NS / NC

Average: (3,3)

The United States government and the European Union have implemented personal sanctions against 

officials related to Nicolas Maduro, based on accusations of personal crimes.

How much do you agree or disagree with these sanctions?

Personal Sanctions 

Source: Datanalisis Omnibus Survey, December2020 Sample size: 500 interviews 

Highlights statistically



4.2%

18.4%

54.3%

94.4%

72.8%

40.2%

1.4%
8.8% 5.5%

Oficialismo Ni-Ni Oposición

Yes No Ns / Nc

45.5%

23.3% 22.0%

51.5%

69.8% 70.2%

3.0% 6.9% 7.8%

Stratum C Stratum D Stratum E

Yes No Ns / Nc

25.6%

67.6%

6.8%

Yes No Ns / Nc

Source: Datanalisis Omnibus Survey, December2020 Sample size: 500 interviews 

General Sanctions

And international policy of general (non-individual) sanctions against the country is

rejected by the majority of the population…

Do you agree with the oil sanctions imposed by the United States on Venezuela?

In January 2019, the U.S. government imposed sanctions on Venezuela that restrict the sale of Venezuelan oil, the 

import of goods needed by the Venezuelan oil industry and limit Venezuela's oil trade with other countries.



It is possible to expect that any measure that further restricts the activities of the

country will have very negative effects on the lives of the population...

Crisis

+
Restrictions

+
Pressure on 

the population

Amplification

What will the new sanctions do in this context? 

US diesel ban will have very negative effects on the Venezuelan people,
without any political benefits . . .

Overall Context
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Domestic Production Domestic Consumption

Venezuela does not produce enough diesel to meet domestic demand, 
requiring imports to fill the gap (January 2020 – January 2021)

kbd

Source: GELA/Menpet/Pdvsa

2020 demand reflects the impact of COVID 

and is expected to rebound in 2021



And, new sanctions increase the level of rejection. It is higher as it gets closer to the
daily life of the population.

Facts 
The majority of Venezuelans (68%) reject the sanctions on diesel imports, 
25% oppose, and the remaining 6.5% are not aware of them.

Source: Datanalisis Survey - September, 2020.

P17.- Diesel is used in Venezuela for buses and trucks, as a fuel for power

stations, for agriculture and water distribution, and as generator fuel in

hospitals, private health care institutions and homes.

The US government has allowed companies to import diesel fuel oil to

Venezuela for humanitarian reasons. There are reports that states the US

government will sanction companies that deliver diesel to Venezuela after

October 2020. Do you…?

Sanctions on Diesel Imports

Sample size: 500 interviews 



73.2% of the population supports the continuation of diesel exchanges, taking into account
that it could be a humanitarian aid mechanism

Facts
60% support diesel exchanges without conditions and 13.2% under 
certain conditions.

P21.- PDVSA has been paying for diesel imports with crude oil (and the United States has allowed this so far), in what has

become known as "diesel exchanges". This allows diesel to enter the country without giving money to the Maduro government.

Do you think this should be...?

Sanctions on Diesel Imports

Source: Datanalisis Survey - September, 2020.



Grounds to Continue with Diesel Swap

Does restoring the diesel swap 
solve the underlying problem??

The diesel swap does not

solve the country's main

problem, but, could you

solve it with sanctions?

▪ US sanctions have failed to remove Maduro or to bring him to negotiations.

▪ Technically, this is not even a sanction, because the Diesel Ban is being applied to
non-US suppliers. This is a “secondary” sanction imposed through arm-twisting of non-
US companies. No one is talking about removing any regular, primary sanction.

▪ There is no evidence that causing severe diesel shortages will make Maduro
negotiate. For the same reason, removing the Diesel Ban will not make it more difficult
to negotiate.

▪ Sanctions would be much more effective if they are applied multilaterally, with the
support of the EU and the LatAm countries. Both blocks have been moving away from
sanctions, like the Diesel Ban, that have very serious humanitarian implications.

▪ Whenever applying sanctions policies, the US must weigh the effectiveness of the
sanctions against the pain they cause to the people.

Sanctions: 

The diesel exchange is not a proposal to solve the country's problems, it is a 

proposal for humanitarian aid.



Grounds to Continue with Diesel Swap

It would be better to make Maduro pay for it fuel, not only diesel, 
but also gas and gasoline and make it burn its resources, used 

for others purposes of sustaining its revolution? 
!

▪ It would be very good if a comprehensive solution can be found in the short term, but that is not
realistic. Maduro will not give up power any time soon.

▪ Trying to solve the Diesel Ban issue together with gasoline would make the discussion much
more complicated.

▪ The use of swaps is a much better way for the US to manage the situation than allowing PDVSA
to sell crude oil for cash and then use the cash to pay for diesel.

▪ US sanctions are designed to keep cash out of Maduro’s hands.

▪ If Maduro sells oil for cash, there is no guarantee that he will buy diesel. He may just keep the
cash.

▪ US is much better off in effect forcing Maduro to bypass money and force him to swap the oil for
diesel or other humanitarian goods.



Grounds to Continue with Diesel Swap

Diesel is not the main fuel in Venezuela in terms of 
volume. Why would it be so important to solve the 

supply problem inmediately?

?

Diesel is used in a smaller proportion than gasoline but is of greater

importance because it supplies the products distribution industry and

part of the electricity generation.

▪ The fact that diesel is not as used as much as gasoline is no reason not to try to solve the Diesel
Ban problem.

▪ Gasoline is used by wealthier people who can afford cars and by the Military and National
Guards. Diesel is the “massive people’s fuel,” used for agriculture, food transport, power
generation in the Andes and the West, water distribution, buses in cities and between them, and
backup for some 5,000 medical facilities.

▪ Diesel should be a much easier problem to solve than gasoline



Grounds to Continue with Diesel Swap

The government has internal production capacity and 
demand is still reduce by the crisis. Is this an imminent 

problem?

?

It is true that Venezuela produces diesel, but demand exceeds

production capacity and reserves are going down.

▪ Shortages are already happening today.

▪ Venezuelan refineries are in terrible shape. Imported diesel has been critical.

▪ Diesel produced at the refinery is not only high-sulfur and bad environmentally, but is it also really
poor quality. It cannot be used at power plants (without blending it with clearer diesel) and it also
has caused problems with trucks.

▪ Most importantly, we need to ask when shortages begin, which already is happening, and when
they will become more serious and then severe. We should not wait until inventories are
“depleted,” as by then VZ will fall off the diesel cliff and millions will suffer.

▪ We also need to take into account that the government will soon begin to ration diesel. That will
mean that the supply will be controlled by Maduro, giving him more power to decide who gets the
diesel. There’s the need to try to avoid more rationing and shortages, not to wait for inventories to
run out.



Grounds to Continue with Diesel Swap

Why restore the diesel swap if Maduro is exporting diesel 
to Cuba ?

!

▪ I fully agree with the rejection of the unpresentable strategy of the Maduro

government to continue exporting diesel to Cuba, and even worse in the

face of the supply crisis. But Maduros’s action cannot be the basis for

punishing the innocent venezuelan population, and neither can we leave

the care of the people, that Maduro has repeatedly shown not to rank, in

his hands.

▪ Beyond the questionable nature of this exports, the reality is that their

amounts are not the cause of the most important part of the internal diesel

deficit and they don not compensate for the absence of imports. I share

here the conclusions of GELA study on diesel exports to demostrate it.
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GELAS’s conclusions on diesel exports from Venezuela to Cuba 

"Detailed analysis of vessel tracking data shows diesel shipped from Venezuela to Cuba from 

January 2020 to January 2021 represented 3.7% of total diesel supplies in Venezuela, 

production plus imports. 

All of the diesel shipped to Cuba was domestically produced high-sulfur, poor quality diesel.

Venezuela also shipped to Cuba crude oil and heavy fuel oil in much larger quantities. Similar 

vessel data shows that diesel represented less than 4% of the total volume of petroleum 

shipped to Cuba.  



Escenarios 2020 - 2021Diesel Shortage 

Maduro government is the 

one rationing

Increases his discretional 

power in the country

Diesel rationing

Allows monetization of 

who is in control

It leads to corruption and the 

generation of a black market

Increases productive sector's and 

population's dependence on the 

delivery agent

Strengthens Maduro’s social control



Effects of Diesel Shortage 

Early signs of trouble – accounts from November 2020

Problems are real and they are already here! 


